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Welcome & Housekeeping 

Maddy Hubbard, Co-production Project 

Manager; GM Health and Social Care 

Partnership



Rats in the Sofa – co-producing 

preventative safeguarding using 

community theatre



World café – great stuff already 

happening in GM

• Salford Living Well

• GMMH Recovery 

Academy

• GM Confirm & 

Challenge

• Health Innovation 

Manchester

• Your project….?



Workshop topics and locations

• Mambu Room – ‘Finding your allies and 

creating space for reflection’ (Katie 

Finney)

• Gaskell Room – ‘Strategic co-production –

what, why and how? (PCCA strategic co-

production group)

• Main Hall – ‘Wicked questions and Open 

doors – when is the right time to co-

produce?’ (Matt Kidd)



• The following slides relate to the workshop 

titled 

‘Wicked questions and Open doors –

when is the right time to co-produce?’



Why won’t they listen?
A 2011 study by Roberts et al about ‘what matters to patients?’ 

found that:

“Strikingly, 95% of the time the minuted action point on patient 

experience is to note the report and take no further action”

•This is certainly the experience of many people in this network 

who are trying to make change happen

• So where are the open doors where the involvement of 

people with lived experience could really shift the way people 

work rather than just being a ‘nice to have’?



Tame, wicked or critical?

When problems are tame there is an agreement on the problem 

and a solution which will resolve the problem.

When problems are wicked they are difficult to define, they change 

with time and there isn’t a widely accepted solution

When problems are critical they are urgent but procedural 

There is some disagreement between academics about the 

concept of a messy problem, which is a tame problem with the 

complexity of interrelated issues. Solutions to messy problems are 

likely to pose other problems. Some academics say tame problems 

can be complex, others make a clear distinction between tame and 

messy.



Real world examples from my 

own life
Example of viewing a problem as Tame: Between 2000-2008 in England 

addiction was predominantly viewed as a chronic, relapsing brain condition. 

Professionals working in the sector are encouraged to “give them a bucket (of 

methadone) and a straw”. The systems targets (influenced by the 2000-2010 

drugs strategy) all relate to how quickly they can get people in to treatment and 

how long they can retain them as this is seen to cut crime. 

Involvement of people with lived experience ‘inside the system’ could rarely 

change anything about how professionals viewed or treated the problem. The 

system thought it had already defined the problem and had the solution. Tame 

problems focus on management of resources and rationing.

Example of viewing a problem as messy: I would argue that the Housing First 

approach sees long-term rough sleeping as a ‘messy’ problem. There is a 

solution, although its more sophisticated then a methadone prescription. It is a 

nuanced model of key-working which adheres to key principles. This solution can 

potentially create other problems in the Housing market. Organisers of such 

services work in a participatory way with their staff and people with lived 

experience. The whole team is building a shared understanding of how to 

implement the principles in a dynamic environment. This allows for more 

meaningful involvement than a system which has a much narrower view of ‘what 

works’.



Real world examples from my 

own life

Example of viewing a problem as wicked: What if we broadly accepted a view 

that both addiction and rough sleeping are symptoms of inequalities, disadvantage 

and exclusion? Would we in this room all define the problem, its cause and the 

solution the same way? The fact that we probably wouldn’t is what makes 

inequality a wicked problem. If we haven’t defined the problem or the solution then 

we haven’t already set rigid measures of ‘success’ or attached ourselves to rigid 

ways of operating. We can start through the perspective of what the most 

significant change those experiencing the disadvantage want to achieve. This is 

the approach we are taking with the elephants work.

Example of viewing a problem as critical: If I were in need of life-saving surgery 

I would want someone with expert knowledge about how the carry out the 

procedure to take over. Arguably my problem would soon change back in to a 

messy one once the surgery had been carried out.
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Which social determinants of 

health do we consider to be 

wicked problems?



In Pairs

What are examples of each type of problem from your own work? These problems 

could be defined by your own organisation or by the or locality or sector you work-

in.



Place based approaches to 

wicked problems
Some guiding principles

• Addressing wicked problems is about engaging people and working together 

towards a common purpose

• People should view themselves as not just being capable of helping to define 

the problem but also playing a key role in implementing the solution

• See the neighbourhood and social and community context through the eyes of 

people who live there and their assets, capabilities and preferences. 

• Understand there is no formula, ‘dogma’ or ‘best practice’ which is guaranteed 

to work. People don’t want an ‘expert’ who is parachuted in and being paid lots 

of money to guide them. The facilitator’s role is to pragmatically linking people 

to the resources they need to take ‘the driver’s seat’.

• Listen and appreciate don’t broadcast or judge. Show a genuine interest in 

people’s lives and resist the urge to find fixes for them.

• Steer clear of ‘oppressive benevolence’, this means when you offer to help on 

the conditions their solutions are compatible with your own personal values, 

beliefs and preferences 



Place based approaches to 

wicked problems

Some challenges

• How do you explain to people what this work is actually about? People are 

more used to the ‘broadcasting’ (spreading the same information to a lot of 

people) approach

• Who should step in if it doesn’t feel like its going anywhere? 

• How do you negotiate things such as time commitment if there isn’t a clear idea 

of what is going to take place?



As a group 

Who else might be interested in tackling the wicked problems which affect your 

locality?

Who are the key decision makers in this area? What do you think are their 

priorities for change?

How can we engage with people with the least traditional decision-making power 

who have the most to benefit from us getting this right?

What do the people with power need to do to gain the trust of the people with

lived experience

Who are you going to go have a conversation with about what you’ve learnt?



Thank you for coming 

Help us co-design the next Network! Get 

in touch via maddy.hubbard@nhs.net

Next date: Thursday 5th December 

10am-1pm

mailto:maddy.hubbard@nhs.net

